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Introduction

u New light source culling algorithm
u Designed for

u Large light counts

u Large scenes and long view distances

u Games and real-time applications

u Complements existing culling algorithms



Previous work

Tiled lighting
u Many variants exist

u Tiled deferred shading

u Tiled forward shading (Forward+)

u Partition screen into 2D tiles

u Cull lights against per-tile frustums

u Iterate over tile light lists per pixel

u More efficient with tighter frustums
u Requires depth buffer

u Challenging for transparent surfaces

Clustered lighting
u Partition view frustum into 3D grid

u Regular tile sizes in X and Y axis

u Exponential slices in Z axis

u Cull lights against cells frustums

u Iterate over cell light lists per pixel

u Simple to implement

u Does not require depth buffer

u Transparent surfaces just work

u Challenging for large view distances



Difficult case for clustered lighting

u Large number of light sources with large view 
distances

u Exponential depth slicing produces large cells
u [0.1, 5.0, 6.8, 9.2, 12.6, 17.1, 23.2, 31.5, 42.9, 58.3, 79.2, 108, 146, 199, 271, 368, 500] 

u Distant cells may contain large light counts
u Requires many lights to be fetched per pixel
u Performance degrades due to false positives

u Can just fade out small distant lights or replace 
with glare sprites
u May not be acceptable for gameplay or art reasons

u Can increase number of depth slices and tiles
u Light binning cost significantly increases
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Tiled Light Trees
OUR APPROACH



Tiled Light Trees

u Partition screen into 2D tiles
u Assign lights to tiles
u Build acceleration structure over lights per tile
u Traverse the data structure on GPU per pixel
u No need for depth buffer
u Transparent surfaces just work
u No performance cliff with long view distances



Light tree structure

u Bounding interval hierarchy over lights
u Complete binary tree

u 1D, using light Z extents

u Depth-first memory layout

u Lists of lights in leaf nodes
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struct LightTreeNode
{
float minDepth;
float maxDepth;
unsigned firstLightIndex;
unsigned isLeaf : 1;
unsigned lightCount : 16;
unsigned skipCount : 15;

};



Building the acceleration structure

u Sort light sources by view space Z
u Assign lights to 2D tiles, preserving order
u Build per-tile bounding interval hierarchies
u Use bottom-up construction algorithm:

u Hierarchical reduction process

u Linearly iterate over nodes of level N to build level N-1
u Compute combined bounds of consecutive node pairs

u Result is a binary tree in breadth-first order, laid out bottom-up (leaves first)

u Convert breadth-first bottom-up tree into final depth-first top-down tree
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Tree traversal on GPU

u Stack-less traversal algorithm

u Start from root node

u Explore sub-tree on hit
u nodeIndex++

u Skip sub-tree on miss
u nodeIndex += (1 << (levelCount - levelIndex)) – 1

u Precompute this for each node

u Evaluate light list when leaf node hit
unsigned nodeIndex = 0;
while(nodeIndex < nodeCount) {

LightTreeNode node = lightTree[nodeIndex];
if (nodeHit(node, distanceToCameraPlane)) {

if (isLeaf(node)) evaluateLightSources(node);
nodeIndex++;

}
else nodeIndex += getSkipCount(node);

}

struct LightTreeNode
{

float minDepth;
float maxDepth;
unsigned firstLightIndex;
unsigned isLeaf : 1;
unsigned lightCount : 16;
unsigned skipCount : 15;

};
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Results
CLUSTERED VS TREE



Clustered vs Tree
CTF-TitanPass, 65k lights



Clustered vs Tree
CTF-TitanPass, 65k lights



Clustered: 6.9ms
Light Trees: 4.6ms



Clustered: 2.5ms
Light Trees: 2.9ms



Hybrid algorithm



Hybrid algorithm

u Light trees scale well with high number of lights in large scenes
u O(log N) expected look-up cost per pixel

u Clustered light culling has O(1) lookup cost in the expected case
u Hard to compete with constant time look-up!

u Degrades to O(N) in difficult cases

u We can have the best of both worlds!
u Vanilla clustered light culling scheme with just a small twist



Hybrid algorithm explained

u Build light grid, as per clustered light culling
u Identify “difficult” cells in the grid
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Hybrid algorithm explained

u Build light grid, as per clustered light culling
u Identify “difficult” cells in the grid

u Build light trees for those cells

u Build light lists for all other cells

u Use the same shader on GPU to access the 
hybrid data structure

u List cells are just special-case tree cells
u Single node that contains all lights for the cell
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Structure selection heuristic

u Light Lists preferable for cells that 
contain relatively large lights

u Light Trees preferable for cells that 
contain relatively small lights

u Light sizes are relative to cell size

float sum = 0.0;
for (auto& light : cell.lights) {

sum += getClippedDepthExtents(cell, light);
}
if (sum / cell.lightCount < cell.radius) {

buildTree(cell);
} else {

buildList(cell);
}

Lists Trees
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Lists Trees



Results
CLUSTERED VS TREES VS HYBRID



Clustered vs Tree vs Hybrid
CTF-TitanPass, 65k lights



CTF-TitanPass
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EpicCitadel
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Conclusions and future work



Conclusions

u Tiled Light Trees achieve good and predictable culling performance
u No performance cliff with large scenes

u Clustered light culling is great for simple cases
u Modern games have diverse environments and lighting conditions

u Must consider expected and worst-case when selecting an algorithm

u Hybrid algorithms can select the best tool for you J



Future work

u Move binning and tree construction to GPU
u Explore different hybrid data structures

u Build per-tile trees and store root nodes indices in depth slices

u Explore alternative heuristics to switch between lists and trees
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Questions?
YURIY@FROSTBITE.COM
@YURIYODONNELL

MATTHAEUS.CHAJDAS@AMD.COM
@NIV_ANTERU



Demo video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6-q0avuaBQ



Bonus



Breadth-first to depth-first tree conversion

u Build few lookup tables to map DF node index to BF index 
u Traverse an implicit full binary tree of depth N in DF order
u Compute BF index of each node

u BF root node index is nodeCount - 1

u BF left child is (nodeIndex<<1) & nodeCount
u BF right child is leftChildIndex + 1

u Example output:
u Treed depth 1: [0]
u Treed depth 2: [2, 0, 1]
u Treed depth 3: [6, 4, 0, 1, 5, 2, 3]

u Run-time tree conversion is trivial:
u Gather BF nodes into output array using appropriate LUT
u Can store precomputed DF skip pointers in the LUT too!
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